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Formerly sport is a hobby for humans, but at this sport has become a necessity in life. In the big cities has become one of the sports part of life style. Sport is one activity that requires a facility one of the most important is the place or field. At this time of vacant land for sports or just walking began to decrease because many of the construction of commercial buildings.

Lamongan is an area where people have a big enough interest in sports, but with so many interests are not supported by appropriate facilities. Of the problem emerged an idea to design a sports center in Lamongan the Lamongan Sport Park with the theme of High Tech Architecture. Lamongan Sport Park will accommodate sports facilities such as futsal, basketball, volleyball and badminton. Lamongan Sport Park will be home or home Lamongan sports teams during the match between regions. Besides being used as a gym, Lamongan Sport Park is also used as a city park because of the parks in the design of Lamongan Sport Park.